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ABSTRACT 

Proportional-kitegratal Derivative like Fuzzy Logic Controllers (PID-FLCs). ha\e 

been used for a variety of nonlinear control problems. Basically, a PID-FLC contams a 

control algorithm in the form of linguistic fuzzy rules. The problem with PID-FLCs is diat 

there is no systematic design for developing fuzzy rules. It is also difficult to develop the 

controllers to meet specific requirements on control performances. 

In this dissertation, a nonlinear internal model control (NIMC) structure and an 

adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy have been proposed to overcome the problems of PID-

FLCs. One of the attractive features of the NIMC structure is that the relations between 

some designed parameters and the performance of the control system can be found 

explicitly. Thus, this control structure allows designers to systematically construct the 

fuzzy control. An adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy has been proposed. The proposed 

strategy has two attractive features. First, the strategy provides an on-line adaptation to 

improve control performance and to keep the closed-loop system stable. Second, a fuzzy 

basis function (FBF) expansion is used to implement the controller. The use of the FBF 

expansion enhances the ability of the strategy to control practical nonUnear systems whose 

exact mathematical models are difficult to obtain. 

Finally, Simulation studies of controlling four nonlinear systems (e.g., a pendulum, 

an inverted pendulum, a forced Van der Pol equation, and a two-link cylindrical robot 

manipulator) have been conducted. The simulation results show that the proposed strateg\ 

has successfully controlled the four nonlinear systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

mTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

A control system is a mechanism which makes physical variables of a system 

behave in a prescribed manner [52]. According to the architecture of control systems, 

control systems may be classified into two groups: open-loop control systems and closed-

loop control systems. So far, most control theories and research have focused on 

closed-loop control systems. 

A closed-loop system is one in which the plant input is determined, at least in part, 

by the output of the system [93]. By using output information to affect the control input of 

the system, feedback is being applied to that system. There are many ways to utilize the 

feedback signal. It is often the case that the signal feedback from the system output is 

compared with a reference signal, r. Then, the result of this comparison is used to obtain 

the actuating system input. Such a closed-loop system is shown in Figure 1.1. 

reference input r 

^9-^ 
controller 

actuating 
signal u ^ plant 

feedback 

elements f 

output y 

Figure 1.1: A closed-loop system 



For closed-loop control systems, the general control problem is to construct a 

controller, given a plant and a feedback configuration so that requirements are achieved. 

For linear feedback control systems there exist many mathematical techniques for design 

and analysis purposes. Unlike linear feedback control systems, nonlinear feedback control 

systems are very difficult to design and analyze the control systems mathematically. In 

addition, since there are many different forms of nonlinear systems, there are no general 

design techniques that can be used for every class of nonhnear systems. 

Unfortunately, linear systems do not exist in practice. All physical systems are 

nonlinear to some extent. Linear feedback control systems are idealized models that are 

used for the simplicity of analysis and design. If the operating range of a control system is 

small, then the control system may be approximated by a linearized model. Typically, the 

linearized model can be obtained by the Jacobian linearization at a nominal operating point 

[93]. However, when the magnitudes of the signals are extended beyond the range of the 

linear operation, the system should no longer be considered linear. If this is the case, 

design techniques for nonlinear systems are necessary. 

Conventionally, there are two commonly used nonlinear control design methods: 

the feedback linearization method [36, 68, 106] and the nonlinear model predictive control 

method [25, 88, 108]. Here, only these methods will be presented. 

1.1.1 Feedback Linearization 

A feedback linearization method is based on the idea of transforming nonlinear 

dynamics into a Hnear form by using state feedback. Unlike the Jacobian linearization. 



which linearizes a nonhnear model only at the operating point, the feedback hnearization 

transforms a nonlinear model into a linear model in a neighborhood of the operating point 

Thus, the control system that uses the feedback hnearization method can be operated over 

a wider range, when compared with the system that uses the Jacobian linearization. 

The theoretical developments of this method can be found in Slotine [106], and 

Marino [68]. In addition, the recent developments of this method can be found in the 

Uterature [36]. For introduction purposes, the presentation will avoid mathematical 

difficulty and focus on the basic concept. 

Here, it is assumed that a nonlinear system is described by 

X = f(x,u). (1.1) 

The linearization problem is to find a state transformation, 

z = (t)(x), (1.2) 

and an input transformation, 

u=\|/(x,v), (1.3) 

such that the map between the new input, v, and the output, y, is linear in the form 

z = Az -F Bv, (1.4) 

for all values of the state x and the input u. Typically, these transformations exist only in a 

local sense. However, m this region, die input-output map is exactly linear. Once a linear 

relationship between v and y is available, hnear controller design techniques can be 

employed. The control system under this method is represented in the block diagram in 

Figure 1.2. 



<? 
hnear 
controller 

u =\|/(x, v), 
X = f(x, u) 

linearization loop 

control loop z 
Z = (|)(X), , 

Figure 1.2: Control system under feedback hnearization method [106] 

This method has two major limitations. First, determining state transformations 

and input-output transformations is generally not systematic and require extensive 

mathematical techniques. Second, the method is based on the assumption that the exact 

mathematical model of nonlinear systems is available in performing feedback hnearization. 

In practice, the exact mathematical model can not be obtained in general. 

1.1.2 Model Predictive Control 

The concept of a model predictive control system is that the controller uses 

knowledge of the process dynamics (an exphcit model) to find the input of the process 

that optimize certain performance objectives [108]. The theoretical developments can be 

found in the literature [25, 88, 108]. So far, the model predictive control method is 

developed for discrete-time models. However, it has been known that a continuous-time 

model can be accurately discretized to a discrete-time model if a high enough sampling 

rate is used [74]. Thus, this method can also be used to control a continuous model. 



hi this section, the model predictive control will be presented in discrete time. The 

control system under this method is shown in Figure 1.3. 

plant model 

"71^ 

u(k) 

A 

y + XX 
A 
U 

controller f 

set point sp 

Figure 1.3: Model Predictive control system 

A A 

From the block diagram, u, y, sp are defined as follows: 

u = [u(k), , u ( k - F H p - l ) ] \ 

y = [ y(k), y(k + H^)]\ (1.5) 

sp = [sp(k), , sp(k -F Hp)]^. 

A 

Hp, called the prediction horizon, is the number of time step ahead prediction of y. The 

A 

predictive controller calculates a future controller output sequence, u, so that the 

A 

predicted output of the model, y ,is close to the desired output, sp. 

A 

In order to define how well the predicted process output, y, tracks the desired 

output, sp, a criterion function, J, is used. Typically, a criterion function is a function of 



u, y and sp . As an example , a simple criterion function is 

H„ A 
i2 J = I [ y(k + i) - sp(k-Fi)]^ . (1.6) 

i= l 

The controller output sequence u over the prediction horizon is obtained by the 

A 

optimization of J with respect to u. Typically, nonlinear programming methods (NLP) 

[88] are applied to solve this problem. 

Rather than using the controller output sequence determined in the above way to 

control the plant in the next Hp steps, only the first element of this controller output 

sequence, i.e., u(k), is used to control the plant. Then, at the next time step, the procedure 

is repeated by using the latest measured information of the plant. This is called the 

receding horizon principle. The reason for using the receding horizon approach is that this 

allows the controller to compensate for future disturbances or modeling errors. 
A 

Since a criterion function is the function of model predictive values, y, modeling 

errors could cause the process to deviate from the optimal results and often produce poor 

performance. In addition, calculating an optimum controller output requires intensive 

computing effort. It may not be possible to implement the algorithm on a smaU computer. 

A common feature of conventional control methods is that the control algorithms 

are analytically described by mathematical equations. Thus, the S3aitheses of the 

conventional control algorithms require the description of the plant by exact mathematical 

models. Unfortunately, exact mathematical models are too difficult or even infeasible to be 

obtained in practice. These limit the use of conventional control methods. 



1.1.3 Fuzzy Control 

An alternative to conventional control is fuzzy control. Fuzzy control is based on 

the fact that a human operator can sometimes effectively control a complex process 

without the exact knowledge of its dynamics [66]. Therefore, the idea of fuzzy control is 

to incorporate the knowledge of a human operator in control algorithms by die methods of 

fuzzy logic sets, without using knowledge about the plant in the form of matiiematical 

models. 

Fuzzy control has been successfully used for a variety of nonhnear control 

problems [90]. In most applications, fuzzy logic systems are used as nonlinear controllers 

that are called Proportional-Integral-Derivative-like-Fuzzy Logic controllers (PID-FLCs). 

The control structure of a PID-FLC is shown in Figure 1.4. 

r(t) 

+ 

^ ' ' ' 
^ \ ^ i 

-

w \di. 

at 

w 
PID-FLC 

u(t) 
PLANT 

y(t) 
w 

Figure 1.4: The control structure of PID-FLC. 

The success of PID-FLCs in controlling complex systems, whose precise models are not 

possible to obtain, have been reported in several applications [47, 61, 64, 66, 67, 83]. 

From the Figure 1.4, the PID-FLC contains the control algorithm in the form of 

hnguistic rules which describe the relationship between the inputs and the output of the 



controller. The set of linguistic rules is called a rule base. The rule base is the main part 

of the PID-FLC. 

The construction of the rule base is die most difficult aspect of a PID-FLC design. 

In general, there are no systematic tools for deriving die rule base. Typically, the rule base 

is derived from the experience of operators. However, the expert description of the rules 

may not be complete and correct in general. In addition, the relationship between the rules 

and the performance of die control system cannot be found explicitiy. Thus, it is difficult 

to design the rule base such that the system performance meets specific achievable 

requirements on the control performance, e.g., rise time, percentage of overshoot, etc., 

without repeatedly iterating on the design. This is a very time consuming process. 

In this work, as an alternative method to alleviate the problems of the PID-FLC, an 

IMC structure will be introduced. This control structure allows designers to systematically 

construct a fuzzy controller to meet specific requirements on system performance [77]. 

The background of the EMC structure will be presented in the next section. 

1.1.4 IMC Structure for Nonlinear System 

The IMC system is a model based control system. The IMC structure basic 

structure is shown in Figure 1.5. Here, P denotes the plant, C denotes the controller and 

M denotes the plant model. Basically, the IMC scheme makes use of the process model to 

infer the effect of unmeasurable disturbances on the process output. Then, the controller 

generates an input to the system to counteract that effect. The detailed analysis of this 

8 



control structure can be found in Chapter 3. Here, only results based on an ideal condition 

will be presented. 

Figure 1.5: The Basic Structure of IMC 

From the block diagram, the input-output relationship is 

y = PC(r-d) 

d = (P-M)C(d), 

where P, C, M are the nonlinear operators which represent the plant, the controller, and 

the plant model respectively. If the plant, P, is the same as the plant model, M, and the 

1 n-l controller, C, is the model inverse of the plant (i.e., P=M and C= M" =P' ) the 

relationship is reduced to 

y=r. 

From this equation, it means that the output response, y, can completely follow the 

reference signal, r. Based on this analysis, the design procedure for the IMC structure is to 

construct the process model and the inverse model for the plant model and the controller 

respectively. Thus, constructing the IMC structure is convenient and systematic because 

the function of each designed block, i.e., C and M, is well defined. 

9 



The idea of applying the IMC structure for nonhnear systems, which is called the 

nonlinear internal model control (NIMC) structure, was first introduced by Economou 

[22]. Then Henson and Serborg proposed an improved NIMC strategy for nonlinear 

systems [37]. However, both strategies can be used only when processes are well 

described by mathematical equations. Thus, the NIMC strategies become impossible to be 

implemented in most systems because most real processes cannot be exactly described by 

mathematical equations. Recentiy, several NIMC strategies for neural networks have been 

proposed [39, 40, 78]. These strategies have been successfully used for controlling 

complex systems or partially unknown systems. 

However, the NIMC strategies for neural networks, the Economou approach and 

the Henson and Serborg approach share a number of drawbacks. First, the control 

schemes do not provide an on-line adaptation to deal with the plant-model mismatch due 

to the varying of plant parameters. Secondly, there lacks a systematic technique to keep 

the closed-loop system stable. This is the case because a stability criterion for the closed-

loop system was not derived explicitly. Thus, to stabilize the closed-loop system, some 

parameters of the control system have to be adjusted by a trial and error method. Third, 

the implementation of their approach, which requires the construction of both the plant 

model and the model inverse of the plant model, introduces the steady state error problem 

caused by the imperfect model inverse of the plant model. 

In this work, besides using the NIMC structure for fuzzy control to alleviate some 

of the problems of PID-FLC, it is the intention to overcome the drawbacks of the previous 

NTMC approach. The formal research objectives are addressed in the next section. 

10 



1.2 Research Objectives 

As mentioned before, the problem with PID-FLCs is that there is no systematic 

design for developing fuzzy rules. It is also difficult to develop the controllers to meet 

specific requirements on the control performance. 

Therefore, the first objective is to develop a fuzzy control structure that can be 

conveniently and systematically designed such that the specific requirements on the control 

performance are achieved. To achieve this objective, an internal model control (IMC) 

structure will be proposed. One of the attractive features of the IMC structure is that 

based on an operator approach, the relation between some designed parameters and the 

performance of the control system can be found explicitly. Thus, this control structure 

allows designers to systematically construct, with little trial and error effort, the fuzzy 

control. 

The second objective is to develop the fuzzy NIMC scheme such that it can 

overcome the drawbacks of the previous IMC strategies. As mentioned before, the 

previous IMC strategies have three drawbacks. First, the control schemes do not provide 

an on-hne adaptation to deal with the plant-model mismatch due to the varying of plant 

parameters. Secondly, there lacks a systematic technique to keep the closed-loop system 

stable. Third, the implementation of their approach, which requires the construction of 

both the plant model and die model inverse of the plant model, introduces the steady state 

error problem caused by the imperfect model inverse of the plant model. 

To overcome the first drawback, an on-line adaptive algorithm (also called an on-

Une identification algorithm) will be used to adjust the parameters of the fuzzy system. 

11 



However, different kinds of fuzzy systems usually require different identification 

algorithms. Generally, the identification algorithms of fuzzy systems that are nonhnear in 

their adjustable parameters require more computational complexity than that of fuzzy 

systems that are linear in then* adjustable parameters. Here, die fuzzy basis function (FBF) 

expansion, which is hnear in its adjustable parameters, will be proposed as the controller in 

the NIMC structure. In addition, the least square identification method will be proposed to 

obtain the parameters of the FBF expansion. 

To overcome the second drawback, a systematic method for stabilization of the 

NIMC will be proposed. In this work, based on the small gain theorem, a stabihty 

criterion, which is a function of some parameters of the NIMC structure, is proposed. 

Then, unlike the stabilization methods in previous work that rely on trial and error 

methods of adjusting some parameters of the NIMC structure, the proposed stabilization 

method keeps the closed-loop system stable by systematically adjusting the parameters of 

the NIMC structure, which relates to the stability criterion. 

Finally, to overcome the third drawback, a modified NIMC structure will be 

proposed in this work. The implementation based on this modified structure does not 

require the designer to construct the plant model and directiy construct the inverse model 

from the plant. The reason is to avoid the imperfect model inverse of the plant model, 

which caused the steady state error problem. 

12 



1.3 Outline of The Dissertation 

The organization of this proposal is as follows. This chapter has provided research 

objectives. A review of control systems and some conventional design mediods for 

nonlinear systems also appear in this chapter. Chapter 2 presents a review of fuzzy sets 

and fuzzy logic systems. Then, fuzzy logic systems as fuzzy basis function expansions and 

their properties are discussed. In addition, the linear least square identification algorithm 

is proposed to obtain the parameters of fuzzy basis function expansions. The derivations 

of the identification algorithm in both on-hne and off-line versions are also presented 

In chapter 3, the NIMC structure is first introduced. Then, an operator approach is 

used to explore some important properties of the NIMC structure. Then, the modified 

NIMC structure is introduced. In addition, an approach based on the small gain theorem is 

proposed to study the stabihty of the modified NIMC structure. Then, fuzzy logic 

techniques are proposed to implement the modified NIMC structure. To be more specific, 

a fuzzy basis function expansion is proposed as the controller in the modified NIMC 

structure. Then, an on-line identification architecture for the fuzzy controUer is also 

proposed. As the final topic, an adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy is proposed for controlling 

nonlinear systems that can be represented by a continuous function in the form of 

f(y^"\y^"-^ ...,y, y, u) = 0 , 

where u is the input vector, y is the output vector, y is the first derivative of the output 

vector and similarly for y, ..., y ̂ "̂ . 

Simulation studies of controlling four nonhnear systems, e.g., an inverted 

pendulum, a pendulum, a forced Van der Pol equation and a two-link cylindrical robot 

13 



manipulator, are presented in Chapter 4. Finally, the conclusion and future research are 

presented in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BASIC CONCEPTS OF FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY SYSTEMS 

This chapter introduces some basic concepts of fuzzy sets. In addition, fuzzy logic 

systems, the systems having a direct relationship with fuzzy concepts, are discussed. 

Finally, fuzzy systems as fuzzy basis function expansions are introduced. 

2.1 Fuzzy Sets 

Fuzzy sets were proposed by L.A Zadeh in 1965. Fuzzy set theory is primarily 

designed to allow imprecise and quahtative information to be expressed in hnguistic form. 

The theories try to express an abstract set by means of the concepts of sets. 

An abstract representation of the fuzzy subject of set U can be shown in Figure 

2.1. 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

1 • 
1 
1 
% 
% 
% A 

\ 
1 

1 

t 
$ 

0 
0 

0 
0 

u 

Figure 2.1: Fuzzy Set 

The rectangular form represents set U; the dotted chcle, a fuzzy subset of U, represents 

the ambiguous border of what is inside and outside. Fuzzy set theory defines the degree to 

which the element x of set U is included in this subset. The function that gives the degree 
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to which it is included in A is called the membership function. For example, the degree of 

element x in area A is expressed by 

^A(XI) = L|LIA(X2) = .8 etc. 

|i is the membership function. The subscript of p., A,shows that [i^ is the membership 

function of A. A formal definition of a fuzzy set is shown as follows: 

Definition : The membership function |i^ of a fuzzy set A is a function |J,^: U —> [0 1]. 

So, every element x from U has a membership degree A is completely determined by the 

set of tuples A = { (x, [i^ (x))l x G U}. 

A fuzzy subset A in U may be represented as a set of ordered paks of an element, 

X, and its membership degree as 

A =i\i^{x)/x. (2.1) 

When U is a finite set, a fuzzy set A is represented as 

A = i^A(xO/x, . (2.2) 

i=i 

A fuzzy set may considered as a generahzation of a classical set. A classical set is 

defined as a coUection of elements that can be finite or countable. Each single element can 

either belong to or not belong to a set A. Therefore, die membership function of classical 

set A, called the characteristic function of subset A, is defined as 

X = i • ^^•^) 
0 otherwise 

16 



2.2 Operations on Fuzzy Sets 

The operations on a fuzzy set are defined in a similar manner to those of a classical 

set. The basic fuzzy set operations include union, intersection and complement. The 

operations are defined via their membership function. Many operations on fuzzy sets have 

been developed. Based on different interpretations which range ft"om intuitive 

argumentation to empirical justifications, several operators have been suggested in the 

literature [131]. As examples, t-norm and t-conorm were proposed for the intersection and 

union operations, respectively. Here, only the basic operations proposed by Zadeh [128] 

are presented as follows: 

Definition : The membership function |Ltc(x)of the intersection C= A n B is pointwise 

defmedby |LIC(X) = min{ |LIA(X), J I B W } x e U . 

Definition : The membership function |i(.(x)of the intersection C= A u B is pointwise 

defmedby |LIC(X) = max{ |LIA(X), Î BCX) } x e U . 

Definition : The membership function of the complement of a fuzzy set A, is defined by 

|LICA(X) = 1- ^ic(x)xeU. 

2.3 Fuzzy Logic Systems 

A fuzzy logic system is a knowledge-based system diat uses fuzzy logic to 

represent knowledge and to make inference [117]. The kernel of a fuzzy logic system is a 

set of linguistic rules diat relate inputs to outputs. These rules are the representations of 

die qualitative knowledge. The basic configuration of a fuzzy logic system is shown in 

Figure 2.2. Fuzzy logic systems perform a mapping from U to V. Fuzzy logic systems 
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consist of four blocks: a fuzzifier, a fuzzy rule base, a fuzzy inference, and a defuzzifier. 

The description of each of the four blocks wiU be presented in detail. 

X G U 

Fuzzifier 

Fuzzy Rule 
Base 

W 

•" 

Fuzzy 
Inference 

Defuzzifier 

i L 

y t V 

Figure 2.2: Fuzzy Logic Systems 

2.3.1 Fuzzy Rule Base 

The fuzzy rule base is a collection of the knowledge of the relationship between x 

and y. The fuzzy rule base is usually in the form of "if-then" statements. As an example, a 

fuzzy rule can be written as follows: 

Rule(l): if xj is Fi ̂  and ...and Xĵ  is F J then y is G ,̂ 

where x = (xi, ..., Xn) e U and y e V are the input and output of the fuzzy logic 

system respectively, Fi' ,F2^ ..., Fn^and Ĝ  are labels of fuzzy sets in U and V respectively. 

Each fuzzy "if-then" rule defmes a fuzzy implication Fl x .. .x FL ^ G' in 

U X V. Many fuzzy implication rules have been proposed m the fuzzy logic hterature [55, 

56]. As examples, some commonly used interpretations for the fuzzy "if-then" rules are 
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shown as follows: 

*Mini-operation rule of fuzzy imphcation 

I^A^B(x,y) = niin[ |Li^(x), ^ig(y)] (2.4) 

*Product-operation rule of fuzzy implication 

i^A^B(X'y) = iLiA(x)-^B(y) (2-5) 

*Maxmin rule of fuzzy imphcation 

I^A^B(x,y) = max[min[ [i^(x), ^^{y)], l-^i^C^)] (2-6) 

*Boolean rule of fuzzy imphcation 

I^A^B(x,y) = max[|LiB(y), l-[i^(x)] (2.7) 

*Arithmetic rule of fuzzy implication 

I^A^B(x,y) = rninll, l-|i^(x)-F|LiB(y)]. (2.8) 

In the above rules, A is Fl x ... .x Fn, B is G ,̂ and M-̂  (x) = |Lipî  ^pi (x) is defmed by 

I^F;X-XF;^^^ = niin[|Lip.(x), ...,Hp.(x)] (2.9) 

or 

I^F;X-XF;(^^ = ^PS^)- ••• -^piW- (2.10) 

2.3.2 Fuzzy Inference Engine 

The fuzzy mference engine is used to combine the fuzzy "if-then" rules in the 

fuzzy rule base into a mapping from the input fuzzy set in U to the output fuzzy set in V. 

Let A be a fuzzy set in U and Rulê '̂  be an "if-then" rule. Then, the fuzzy set BO) 

of V which is induced by A is given by the composition of Rule(l) and A. This can be 
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expressed a mathematical equation 

B̂ '̂  = AoRule^). (2.11) 

where o denotes the composition operator. According to the sup-star composition rule of 

inference, fig(y) is defined as 

^g.(y) = sup^^u[|LiA(x)*^F;x...xFl(^'y)]' (2.12) 

where p-pî  ^pi (x, y) is determined by a fuzzy imphcation rule and 

i^A(x)*^iF;x...xFi(^'y) = 

min[|Lî  (x), |Lipiĵ  ^pi (x, y)] (fuzzy intersection) or 

lLiA(x)-|^Flx-xFl(^^ (algebraic product) or (2.13) 

max[0, |Lî  (x) -F )Lipî  ^pi (x, y) -1] (bounded product). 

As a general form of inference, the fuzzy set B of V, determined by all L rules in 

the fuzzy rule base, is obtained by combining M-AORUIC' (y) for 1=1, 2, 3,..., L : 

Î B(y) = Î B'̂ y^ + .••+I^B''(y^' (2,14) 

where + denotes the t-conorm: the most commonly used operations for t-conorm are 

u-Fv = < 

max(u,v) (fuzzy union) or 

u -F V - uv (algebraic sum) or (2.15) 

min( 1, u + v) (bounded sum). 

2.3.3 Fuzzifier 

The fuzzifier performs a mapping fi-om a crisp point onto a fuzzy set. This can be 

done by assigning the degree of which a crisp point belongs to each fuzzy set. The degree 

is determined by the membership functions of each fuzzy set. There are several types of 

membership functions. Here, three common types of membership functions are introduced. 
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Let U be a universal set. Then, die membership function ,11^, is given by 

IL̂A : U ^ [ 0 1]. 

1. Gaussian membership function 

|LIA(X) = exp 
rx_^V 

V ^ ) 
(2.16) 

2. Triangular membership function 

0 x < a 

(x-a) 

^^ACX) = < 
(b-a) 

(x-c) 

a < x < b 

b < x < c 
(b-c) 
0 x > c 

(2.17) 

3. Trapezoidal membership function 

I^A(X) = 

0 

(X 

(b-
1 

(X-

(c-
0 

-a) 

-a) 

-d) 

• d ) 

X < a 

a < x < b 

b < x < c 

C < X < ( 

x > d 

(2.18) 

Typically for a universe of discourse, there is more than one fuzzy set. As an 

example, the U domain can be described as in Figure 2.6. Here, the domain consists of five 

fuzzy sets: "Negative Big"(NB), "Negative SmaU" (NS), "Zero"(ZE), "Positive 

SmaU"(PS), "Positive Big"(PB). 
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Figure 2.4: Triangular membership function 
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Figure 2.5: Trapezoidal membership function 
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U 

Figure 2.6: Fuzzy Sets for The U Domain 

2.3.4 Defuzzifier 

The defuzzifier performs a mapping from the fuzzy set in V to a crisp point y e V. 

There are several strategies for defuzzification. Among them, the maximum defuzzifier 

and the center average defuzzifier are commonly used. 

The maximum defuzzifier is the simplest method. The defuzzifier produces the 

control value with maximum membership function, that is 

y = max {yeVI !Liv(y) = max[|ig.(y), ..., ^lT.L(y)]}. (2.19) 
yeV ^ ^ 

This is a simple method but not a very good method. SpecificaUy, when more than one 

membership function reaches the same value, the value of defuzzification is not unique. 

Another method is the center average defuzzifier. This defuzzifier is the most weU-

known method. In the discrete case, Y = {y , y , ..., y }, the center averaging 

defuzzifier is defmed as 
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L - , 

Iy(i^B'(y )) 
y = ^ z (2.20) 

I^^B'(y ) 
1=1 

where y is the center of the fuzzy set G ,̂ tiiat is the point in V at which |Lî .,(y) achieves it 

maximum value. 

In the continuous case, the defuzzifier is 

Jyi^B(y)dy 

/^iB(y)dy 

y 

This method determines the center of the area below the combined membership function. 

Figure 2.7 shows this operation in a graphical way. It can be seen that this defuzzification 

method considers the area of V as a whole. Therefore, if the areas of two fuzzy sets 

overlap, then the overlapping area is not reflected in the above formula. This operation is 

computationally rather complex. 

/^^»F 

Figure 2.7: Center Averaging Defuzzification 

2.4 Fuzzy Systems as Fuzzy Basis Function Expansion 

As seen in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, there are many different rules of fuzzy 

implication and also different kinds of the fuzzy inference rules. Also in section 2.3.3 and 
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2.3.4, there are different types of fuzzifiers and defuzzifiers. Thus, various kinds of fuzzy 

logic systems can be constructed from diese inference engines, fuzzy imphcation rules, 

fuzzifiers and defuzzifiers. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, one objective of this research is to develop an on-line 

adaptive algorithm for the fuzzy NIMC structure. This requkes adjusting the parameters 

of fuzzy system. However, different kinds of fuzzy systems usually require different 

identification algorithms. Generally, the identification algorithms of fuzzy systems that are 

nonlinear in their adjustable parameters require more computational complexity than that 

of fuzzy systems that are hnear in their adjustable parameters. In this thesis, the fuzzy 

system as the fuzzy basis function (FBF) expansion, which is linear in its adjustable 

parameters, will be used. The fuzzy system as the FBF expansion will be introduced in this 

section. 

Definition [115] : Fuzzy logic systems with a center average defuzzifier, algebraic 

product inference, and singleton fuzzifier consist of all functions of the form 

L I n 

Iy(n^F'(^'» 
• :1 1=1 ' 

i:(fmF'(X')) 
y(̂ ) = ' 1 r' ' (2-22) 

—1 . 
where y is the point at which |IQ, achieves its maximum value that is assumed to be one. 

The derivation of Eqs.(2.22) can be found in Wang [115]. From this definition, if 

|i ,(x,) 's are fixed and y' 's are considered adjustable parameters, y(x) can be expressed 

as 
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L 
sej(n^ip.(x,)) 

y(x) = '=̂ ^ ; = ^ — : — , (2.23) 

I(n^F'(^')) 
l _ l ; 1 * i 1=1 1=1 

where the 6j 's are adjustable parameters. 

Then, the output of the fuzzy system, y(x), can be viewed as a hnear combination 

of fuzzy basis functions that are defined as foUows. 

Definition [115]: Fuzzy basis functions(FBF) are defined as 

fll^F^(xi) 
Pj(^) = -r^.—• ' J = L 2, 3,.. . , L. 

s(ni^p(xi)) 
j=l i= l ^ ' 

Therefore, the fuzzy system in Eqs.(2.23) is equivalent to a fuzzy basis function (FBF) 

expansion: 

y(x) = ie jPj (x) . (2.24) 

From this definition, a FBF corresponds to a fuzzy "if-then" rule. A FBF for Rulê ^ 

can be computed as foUows. First, the product of all the membership functions for the 

linguistic terms in the if-part of Rule*̂ ^ is calculated. This product is caUed a pseudo-FBF 

of Rule^\ Then, the pseudo-FBFs for all the L fuzzy rules are calculated. The FBF for 

Rule*̂ ^ is determined by dividing the pseudo-FBF for Rule*̂ ^ by the sum of aU pseudo-

FBFs. 

As an example, a one-input fuzzy system with four fuzzy rules can be written as 

y(x) = iS jP /x) , (2.25) 

where 
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Pj(x) = - ^ . (2.26) 
I^A.(x) 

It is assumed that 

1 2 

|i^j(x) = exp(- - ( x - x j ) ) , (2.27) 

where xj = -3, -I, 1, 3 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. Thus, the fuzzy basis functions are 

I 2 

exp(- - ( x - Xj) ) 
Pj W = h , j = I, 2, 3, 4, (2.28) 

I e x p ( - - ( x - x j ) 2 ) 

j=i 2 

where xj = -3, -1, 1, 3 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. 

One important property of FBF expansions is that FBF expansions are 

capable of approximating any real continuous function. Wang showed that FBF 

expansions are universal function approximators [115]. The theory is shown below. 

Theorem [115]: For any given real continuous function g on a compact set (closed and 

bounded in a finite dimensional space) and arbitrary e > 0, there exists a fuzzy logic 

system f(.) in the form of the FBF expansion such that 
sup |f(x)-g(x)| < e . (2.29) 

X 

The proof of this theorem is given in Wang [115]. This theorem gives a justification for 

using FBF expansions to model any dynamic system which is usually described by 

continuous functions. In this work, the FBF expansions will be apphed to modehng a 

controller for the proposed control structure. 

This theorem only shows that there exists a FBF expansion that can approximate 
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any given function to an arbitrary accuracy. However, it does not show how to construct 

die FBF expansions. An identification technique will be presented in the next section. 

2.5 A Learning Algorithm for The FBF Expansions 

There are two main approaches in constructing a fuzzy model [124]. The fu-st 

approach in constructing a fuzzy model is based on the use of an expert's description of 

the actual system. In this approach, a fuzzy model is expressed by a set of linguistic rules 

that are derived from the experience of experts. However, this approach has difficulty in 

describing the behavior of a complex system because a large number of hnguistic rules 

need to be specified. In addition, an expert description of the rule may not be complete 

and correct in general. 

The second approach is based on the use of input-output data. This approach is 

also regarded as a system identification approach. In this approach, the parameters of a 

fuzzy model, such as the parameters of membership functions, are estimated from input-

output data. The second approach is one way to train a fuzzy model in an on-hne fashion. 

In this section, a leaming algorithm for FBF expansions based on input-output data will be 

presented. 

As mentioned in section 2.4, a fuzzy system can be expressed in the form of the 

fuzzy basic function expansion as 

y(x) = iOjP/x), (2.30) 

where y(.) is the output of the fuzzy system, the 9j 's are constants, the L consists of a 
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number of fuzzy rules, x is the inputs of the fuzzy system and the p̂  f x) s are the fuzzy 

basic functions. The fuzzy basic function, p̂  (x), is defined as 

n^A^(xi) 
PjW = -r^n • j = 1, 2, ..., L. (2.31) 

ICn^AKx,)) 

j=l i=l ^ ' 

From the equation of the fuzzy basis function expression, the 0j's are considered as 

adjustable parameters and Pj(x) 's are consider as regressors. It can be seen that the FBF 

expansion is linear in the parameters. Thus, hnear model identification techniques can be 

applied to search for the parameters. Here, the Least Square (LS) algorithm is proposed to 

identify the parameters. 

To derive the LS algorithm, the FBF expansion is viewed as a linear regression 

model, 

y = iojPjCx) + e , (2.32) 

where e , called prediction error, is the equation error. Assuming that there are N 

A 

observations, the problem is to estimate the parameters, 9j 's, from the data. As a 

mathematical equation, the statement can be written as 

y' = U,p] + e' 

(2.33) 

L 

I y" = le^pr + B̂  

This can be written in matrix notation as 
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Y = P 0 - F E , (2.34) 

where 

Y = 

.N 

P = 

'P! • . . p r 

.pr . . . p.^ 

= 

2.35, 

(2.36) 

E = 

.N 

(2.37) 

The LS estimation of 0 is defined as the vector 0 that minimizes the loss function 

V(0) = - E ^ E 
2 

= i [ Y - P 0 ] ^ [ Y - P 0 ] 

= - [0- (P^P)- ' pTY]^[P^P][0-(P^P)-^ pT'Y] 

+ -[Y'^Y - Y'^P(P'^P)"' P'^Y]. 

(2.38) 

By taking the gradient of the loss function and setting the gradient to zero, this can be 

written as 
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9V(0) ^ ^ 

3 0 (2.39) 
A T 

= 0 (P^P) - Y^P. 

A 

Therefore, 0 must satisfy the following equation: 

(P^P)0 = P^Y. (2.40) 

A 
T" 

When P P is a nonsingular matrix, 0 is shnply obtained by 

0 = (P^P)-'P''Y. (2.41) 

A 

When P P is a singular matrix, there are infinitely many solutions. 0 is obtained 

by 
A 

0 = A'P''Y, (2.42) 

where A' is pseudo-inverse of P^P. The pseudo-inverse of P^P is defined as 

A' = [A*(P'P)]-^A*. (2.43) 

A*niust satisfy the following condition: 

A*(P''P)e= A*P'"Y. (2.44) 

There are a number of different algorithms to calculate the pseudo-inverse A', 

such as Gaussian Ehmination, LU decomposition and singular value decomposition [44]. 

So far, all data are used simultaneously to find the parameters. This is caUed an 

off-line identification. The algorithm is not suitable for a real-time application. Thus, it is 

desirable to reformulate the algorithm in order that it is used for real-time identification. In 

real-time (also caUed on-hne) identification methods, the estimated parameters are 
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computed recursively in time. As an example, if 0t.i is based on data up to time t-1, then 

A A 

0t is computed by some modification of 0t.i. 

The LS algorithm can be rewritten in the recursive form: 

o t = [ i :p ,p^]- ' [ ip ,yj . (2-45) 

Then, Q, is defmed as 

Q̂  =^^'^^^ (2.46) 

= [P^P]'. 

It follows that 

0t = QtLlPiyi + PtyJ 
i= l 

= Qt[ Qt-\0t.i + PtyJ-

Since 

Q! = Qti + v.vl 

et 

Qt 

Kt 

0 t 

= yt - PtOt-i 

- [ i P i P ' ] ' = Qt-i • 
1=1 

= QtPt ' 

= a- i + Ktet 

Qt-iPtPt^Qt-i 

[ 1 + PtQt-iPt] 

(2.47) 

S^ is written as 

a = 0t.i + QtPt[ yt - Pt a J - (2-48) 

Thus, the recursive Least square algorithm is 

(2.49) 
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The RLS algoridim needs initial values Q^ and Q .̂ TypicaUy, bodi initial values are 

obtained from off-line identification. 

The above algorithm is suitable for an unchanging process because it gives equal 

weighting to old data and new data. However, it is desirable to further modify the 

algorithm to be used for a changing system, i.e., die parameters of the plant change with 

time. This can be done by introducing a " forgetting factor" X and modifying die loss 

function of the least square method as 

Vt(e) = XX'"e?, 0<?i<l. (2.50) 
i=i 

This means that the old information will get less attention than the new information. Since 

the derivation of the modified algorithm [71] is similar to the RLS algorithm, only the 

results will be presented. The modified algorithm is 

et = yt - Pt'Ot-i ' 

,n Qt-iPtP^Qt-i , 
iVt-l r ^ T ^ i l 

Q, = ^ ^ ^ P-Q--̂ P-J (2.51) 
X 

Kt = QtPt , 

0t = a. l + Ktet . 

The modified algorithm in Eqs(2.5l) can be used to track time varying parameters. 

In this thesis, it is assumed that the change of parameters is slower than the convergence 

time of the algorithm. In other words, parameters are constant for long period of time and 

then jump from one value to another. 

It was mentioned by Astrom [3] that under the assumption that an input signal that 

is used to generate the data excites all the possible modes of the system, the parameter 
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convergence of diis algorithm can be guaranteed and die algorithm has exponentially 

convergence rate. The proofs of diese statements are shown m Appendix A. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter provides the basic concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic systems. 

Particularly, fuzzy logic systems as fuzzy basis function expansions and a leaming 

algorithm for the FBF expansions are also discussed. A fuzzy logic system as a fuzzy basis 

function expansion will be used as the controller in the intemal model control (IMC) 

stmcture. This control stmcture allows designers to systematicaUy construct, with little 

trial and error effort, an adequate fuzzy controUer to meet requirements on system 

performance. This control stmcture, which is considered as the alternative method to 

alleviate some of the problems of the PIC-FLC, will be introduced in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ADAPTIVE FUZZY NONLINEAR INTERNALl MODEL CONTROL STRATEGY 

In diis chapter, an alternative control method will be proposed to avoid the 

problems of die PID-FLC. The chapter wiU begin briefly with a basic idea of die IMC 

stmcture. Then, theoretical analysis will be presented in detail to deal widi a system in a 

general manner. FinaUy, the NIMC stmcture and strategy for fuzzy logic controllers will 

be discussed. 

3.1 IMC Structure 

The EMC system is a model based control system. It is a part of the standard 

approach of control system design. A review of the IMC schemes for linear systems was 

presented by Garsia [28]. 

The EMC basic structure is shown in Figure 3.1. Here, P denotes the plant, C 

denotes the controller and M denotes the plant model. The controller, C, determines the 

value of the input, u. The control objective is to keep the output, y, close to the reference 

signal, r. The IMC scheme makes use of the process model to infer the effect of 

unmeasurable disturbances on the process output. Then the controller generates an input 

to the system to counteract that effect. 

So far, most theories of EMC strategies have been developed for linear systems. 

The prevalence of linear IMC strategies is due to two reasons. Fu-st, there are well 

estabhshed methods for the development of linear models fi-om mput-output data [62] 
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Figure 3.1: The Basic Stmcture of IMC 

while practical identification techniques for nonhnear models are still being developed. 

Secondly, controller design techniques for nonlinear models are considerably more 

difficult than for those of linear models. 

Unfortunately, most physical systems are nonlinear. EMC schemes for nonhnear 

systems usuaUy require linearization and linear controller design based on the linearized 

model. However, this approach results in often poor approximation of the real systems 

and may not be successful when the process is highly nonlinear. Therefore, the 

performance is often severely degraded from the desired performance. 

In this work, a NIMC strategy will be proposed to deal with nonlinear systems in a 

general manner. Toward this objective, the general framework for a nonlinear intemal 

model control (NIMC) structure will be presented in the next section. 

3.2 Internal Model Control Structure for Nonlinear Systems 

In this section, the framework to be introduced is presented in a general normed 

hnear vector space setting with the control systems described by nonlinear operators. The 
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nonlinear IMC structure is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: The Nonlinear IMC Stmcture 

The nonlinear operators M, and C represent the plant model and the controller 

respectively. The plant is represented by a nonhnear operator, P, which maps u to y 

through the relation 

f(y, y, y. •••. y" > u) = O (3.1) 

where f = a real continuous vector function 

fi(y, y, % . - y^"^ u) 

fi(y, 5̂ , y, ..-, y^"\ u)_ 

y = a output vector 

•y,(t) ' 

and 

y,(t) 
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u = a input vector 

' u i ( t )" 

u i ( t ) 

In real apphcations, the plant has a maximum input signal and a maximum output 

signal which should not be exceeded. Thus, it is also reasonable to assume that the 

magnitude of each signal in die control system is bounded. Here, each signal in the control 

system is considered as a vector in the uniform norm vector space with bounded norm. 

i.e.. < OO , 

From the block diagram, the following relationships can be derived: 

e = r -y+y,n , 

y . = MC(e), 

d - (P-M)C(e). 

(3.2) 

From these relations, the attractive properties of the NIMC can be proved as follows [35]: 

Property I: (Stabihty) when the model is perfect, i.e., P=M, the stability of both 

controller and plant is sufficient for overall system stability. 

Proof When P=M, there is no signal feed through the feedback path, i.e., d =0. 

As a result, if the open-loop system is input-output stable, then the closed-loop system is 

also input-output stable. 

Property 2: (Perfect Control) If there are C such that C is equal to M"^ and there 

are P equal to M, then perfect control is achieved, i.e., y = f. 

Proof Since C = M"^ The result is 
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y , = MC(e) 

= e. 

Thus, from e = f - y -i- y^, we get 

y = r . (3.3) 

Property 3: (Zero steady state error) If the controller is equal to the inverse of the 

plant model for t -^ oo , i.e., c . = M:! f or t -^ oo, and the closed-loop system is stable, 

then steady state error will be zero for a constant reference signal. 

Proof Giving diat y^ = MC(e) when t reaches to infmity, die relation can be 

written as 

Since C~ = M'l, the resuh is 

y^^ = M«(M'i)e~ 

It foUows directly from e = f - y -F y^ that 

y. = r. (3.4) 

These properties are based on ideal conditions. In practice, the perfect model assumption 

is rarely satisfied. There is a signal feeding through the feedback path. The 

closed-loop system is possibly unstable, although the open-loop system is stable. A 

technique to stabilize the closed-loop system when the perfect model could not be 

achieved wUl be presented later. 

According to property 2, the IMC structure can achieve perfect control. However, 

perfect control usually requires large control actions. This is undesirable m practice. To 
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solve diis problem, a filter, F, is used in series with the controller C as shown in Figure 

3.3 [22]. Here, d is noise that is caused by modehng mismatch; P is die part of the plant 

diat can be modeled by M, i.e., P=M; C is the controller; F is the filter. 

Figure 3.3: Completed Nonlinear EMC Stmcture 

The relationship can be derived directiy from the block diagram as follows: 

y = P[I -F C(P-M)]"'CF(f-d) ^ d (3.5) 

Provided that P is equal to M, the relationship is reduced to 

y = PCF(f-d) -F d 

= PCF(f) -F (I - PCF)(d), 
(3.6) 

where I is the identity operator. 

SpeciaUy, if the controller is assumed to be the model inverse of the plant, i.e., 

C=P" 1, then the relationship is expressed as 

y = F(f) -F (I - F)(d). (3.7) 

From this relationship, die filter could reduce die effect of the disturbance, d , to the 

output. In addition, the filter could be used to limit the control action, u. The filter design 

issue wiU be addressed later. 
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The above analyses are based on the two assumptions: P=M and C = M = P' • To 

miplement the NIMC stmcture in Figure 3.3, both the plant model and the inverse of the 

plant model must be constmcted. How ever, constructing die perfect model inverse of the 

plant model can not be achieved in practice. As a result, according to property 3, the 

steady state error could not be eliminated. 

In this work, an alternative implementation will be proposed to deal w ith the 

steady state error problem. Here, the controller C is implemented dhecdy from the plant 

and the plant model M is not required to be implemented. In the NEMC stmcture in Figure 

3.3, the plant model M is required to give y„, when the input is u. Theoretically, y^ must 

equal v because the controUer C is the model inverse of the plant model M. In the 

previous works, this could not be achieved in practice. When the controller C is 

implemented directiy from the plant, y„, equal to v is simply achieved by directly 

connecting yn, to v , which is the input to the controUer. Therefore, the plant model M is 

not required. The new structure is shown as Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.4: Modified Nonlinear IMC Structure 
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As expected, the previous relations, which were derived for the previous IMC 

structure, are still valid for the new IMC structure. The new stmcture is capable of 

ehminating the offset problem caused by the imperfect model inverse of the plant model. 

Moreover, the new stmcture is less complicated than the previous structure. 

From the above analysis, the controUer, which is the model inverse of the plant, 

plays a crucial role in the control performance. Thus, a study of the theoretical aspects of 

invertibUity wiU be presented in the next section. 

3.3 Invertibihty of Systems 

Here, a controUed plant is presented by a nonhnear operator which maps an input 

vector, u, to an output vector, y, through the relations 

f(y, % % •••» y^"'. u) = 0 

Based on this relations, the model mverse of the plant can be expressed as 

u = (p(y, 5̂ , y, ..., ŷ "̂ ) • (3-8) 

In general, the existence and uniqueness of u is not guaranteed, unless some restrictions 

are imposed on f(.). The restrictions on f(.) that ensure the existence and uniqueness of 

u, wUl be addressed by the implicit function theorem. 

Theorem: Implicit Function Theorem [100]: 

Let a system of n equations 

Fi(xi, X2, •••, Xn, Ul, U2, •••, Ul) = 0 1 = L 2, ..., I (3.9) 

in l+n variables XI, X2, ...,Xn,ui, ...,ui have a real solution x?, xi, ••- Xn, 
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0 0 
Ul, U2, •••, Ul, such that 

F i ( x i , X2, . .- , Xn, Ul, U2» •••, uf) = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , 1. 

If the functions, 

F i ( x i , X2, •••, Xn, Ul, U2, •••, Ul) 1 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 1, 

are contmuous and have continuous fu-st partial derivatives in some region R of die (1-Fn) 

dimensional space enclosing die point P^, whose coordinates are 

0 0 0 (xi, X2, ..., Xn' Ul, U2, •••, uf) aud if thc Jacoblau 

3 F I 

3 Ul 
3 F 2 

3 F I 

5 U2 

3 Ul 3 U2 

3 Fl 3 Fl 

Ul O U2 

3 F I ' 

^ Un 

3 F 2 

3 Un 

3 F I 

3 Un 

(3.10) 

is different from zero at the point P^. then the inverse of Eq(3.9) can be expressed as 

Ui = (Pi(xi, X2, ••., Xn) i - I, 2, . . . . 1 (3.11) 

m the vicinity of the pomt (xi, X2, • • •, x") in such a way that 

0 0 
Ui - 9 i V X l , X2, ••• , Xn) 1 - 1, Z, . . . , 1. (3.12) 

Moreover, the set of solutions is unique and the functions uj are continuous together with 

their first partial derivatives in some neighborhood of the point (xi, x", . • •, x") • 

The theorem is presented in a general manner. To be more specific, the implicit 

function theorem for a single input-output system is shown as : 

Theorem: Implicit Function Theorem for Single Input-Output Systems [100]: 
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Let f(xi, X2, ..., Xn, u) = 0,where Xi = y, x: = y, ..., Xn = y'"\ has a real 

solution X?, x5, ..., x°„, u° such that f(x?, xl ..., xS, u') = 0. If 

f(xi, X2, •. •, x2, u°) have continuous first partial derivatives in the neighborhood of 

(x?, xS, ..., x2, u°),and-—5^0 at (x?, x?, •.., x2, u ) , then the inverse of f(.) can 
du 

be expressed as 

U = (p(xi, X2, . . . , Xn) (3.13) 

m the vicinity of the pomt (x?, x§, ..., xS, u) in such a way that 

„ — rn/ 0 0 0\ 
U - (pVXl , X2, . . . , Xn). 

Moreover, u is unique and (p(.) is continuous function in the neighborhood of the point. 

This theorem provides the conditions for existence and uniqueness of the inverse 

model of the plant, i.e., 

u = 9(y, y, y, •••, ŷ "̂ )-

where 9() is a continuous vector function. In this case, the invertibUity of a plant is 

equivalent to the reachabihty property of the plant [55]. The reachabUity is defined as 

follows: 

Definition [130]: ReachabUity 

A plant is said to be reachable, if there exists an input, u, that wiU drive the state of 

the plant at tune to, i.e., yo^"^to), yo^"'̂ ^(to)' '"^So(^o)> Soi^o) to any other state in a 

finite time, i.e., y/"^(ti), y/"'^^(ti), ...,yi(ti), yi(ti) where ti<oo. 
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Therefore, if diere exist u = (p(y, p, ^, ..., y^"0, then it guarantees that the state of the 

system can be driven to any other state in the operating region. 

The sufficient and necessary conditions for systems to have an inverse have been 

addressed by the implicit function theorem. However, the theorem does not mention how 

to find the solution or how to construct an inverse model. This issue wUl be presented 

later. 

3.4 The Stability of NIMC Stmcture 

So far, the stabUity of die NEMC stmcture was presented only under the 

assumption that a perfect model can be achieved. The perfect model assumption is an 

artificial assumption. In practice, there is always model mismatch. Therefore, it is 

unacceptable to rely on this assumption for stabihty. 

A powerful theorem for studying the stabUity of nonlinear systems is the Lyapunov 

stabihty theorem which is based on the state space approach [113]. In order to determine 

system stability, a Lyapunov function must be constmcted. However, the method suffers 

from the difficulty of determining an appropriate Lyapunov function for a given system. 

Since there is no general effective approach for determining Lyapunov functions, one has 

to use trial and error, and experience to search for appropriate Lyapunov functions [106]. 

Here, an alternative stabUity approach that is based on an input-output approach to 

die stabihzation of a nonlinear feedback system is attempted. Given that the open-loop 

system is stable, this method is proposed to keep the closed-loop system stable in the 

bounded-input bounded output (BEBO) sense. The BIBO stabUity is defined as foUows: 
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Definition: BIBO stabihty [3]: 

Let S be a nonhnear system and y(S) be die gain of die s\ stem, u hich is defined 

as 

Y(S) = sup|,"ll^ 
u ||U|| 

(3.14) 

where ||L is die uniform norm and ||u|L < « . Then, the system is called bounded-input 

bounded-output (BEBO) stable if the system has bounded gain, i.e., Y(S) < o o , 

A sufficient condition for die closed-loop stabUity of a feedback system 

addressed by die small gain theorem. 

Theorem: The smaU gam dieorem [26]: 

Consider the system in Figure 3.5. 

IS 

u 
I 1 ^ 

' p \—^ 

C i 

Figure 3.5: Feedback Control structure 

Let P be a nonhnear operator that represents a given plant and C be a nonlinear operator 

which represents a controller. In addition, the operators P. C have bounded gain, i.e.. 

< OO and ||C|L < =«. Then, the closed-loop system is BIBO stable if the closed 

loop gain is less than one, i.e., ||P||^||C||^ < 1 
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To apply the smaU gain theorem to the NIMC stmcture, the stmcture is further 

modified and redrawn as in Figure 3.6. 

- ^ 

e 
) 
f ~~f F 

V 

—9 c 
u 

ym 

P ^ ^ 
\ 

o 
Figure 3.6: The NIMC Structure 

Here, a system with gain "a" is added to the feedback path. From the block diagram, it 

also can be directiy derived that the input-output relation is 

y = F(f) -F (I - aF)(d), (3.15) 

and the stabUity condition for the NIMC stmcture is 

a||(PdC - DF|L < 1 (3.16) 

The Eq(3.l6) is true under the assumption that the opened loop system is BIBO stable. 

I.e., 

PdC - I)F|L < (3.17) 

By using the properties of an operator norm. 

[ABll < ||A||1B1 and 

IIA-^BII < ||A|| + ||B||, 

it foUows that 
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I|(P̂ C-DF|L <(||P,Ct H|I|L)|FL=(||P,C|L+1)|F|| 

Since the filter, F, is always designed to have finite gains, i.e., ||F||^ < oo , die sufficient 

condition of Eq(3.17) can be written as 

PdCiL < - . (3.18) 

According to Eq(3.18), the proposed stabUity criterion does not have to requUe the plant, 

Pd, to be stable, provided that Pd C is stable. 

To exam the stability condition, the gains of the operators must be computed. 

Here, a computing method wUl be discussed. Let a system in Figure 3.7 is represented by 

an operator H. The gain of the system is defmed as 

u e R 

Figure 3.7: A system is represented by an operator H 

u n I|H(U)|| 
Gain = Y(H) = | |Ht = s u p i - ^ * ^ for uL < -

u IJUI 
U9t0 

= sup-— 
u IJUl 
0*0 

for Hull <oo 

(3.19) 

where ||u||^ = sup <max|uj(x)|> and ||y 
0<T<<x> I l ^ i ^ l J 

= sup <jmax|y,(x)| 

Frequentiy, computing the gain of nonhnear systems involves searching over all 

inputs in the entire input vector space that give the maximum ratio of output norm to input 

norm. This is not feasible in general. 
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hi this work, instead of the exact gain, a pseudo gain for nonlinear systems vv ill be 

proposed. If die system H is a nonlinear system, then the pseudo gain of the system H at 

time t is defmed as 

I ll(ps) 

y (X) 

u (X) 
forO<x<tandu* 5̂ 0 

sup <̂ max yi (i) \ 
0<i<, [l<i<q 'J ^ * ^ n 

sup <̂  max UiCc)|i 
0<T<t Ll^ i^ l J 

where u* is a particular input vector function and y* is an output response function due 

to u*. Thus, the pseudo gain at time t is considered to be the gain of the system due to the 

input u*. 

By using the pseudo gain defined in Eq(3.20), a new stability criterion can be 

expressed as 

^ l|(PdC - DF|̂ ,̂ < 1, (3.21) 

where 

sup<max|di('c)| 

sup<^max|e, (X 

Here, die gain of die nonlmear operators m the previous stabihty criterion m Eq(3.16) is 

replaced by the pseudo gain. 

Since the pseudo gain at time t is the gain of the system due to the current input, 

u*, at tune t, the closed-loop gain that is computed from the pseudo gam is considered as 

the current closed loop gain of the system due to the current input, u*. at time t. Ef die 
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magnitude of the current input vector, u*, is bounded and the current closed-loop gain for 

die current mput is kept less than one at each time step, this is also sufficient enough to 

maintam the closed loop stabUity. However, die value of the pseudo gain must be 

inevitably evaluated at each time step. This requires an on-line adaptation algorithm. The 

algorithm will be presented later m die NIMC strategy section. 

3.5 Fuzzy Logic Systems for NEMC 

Currentiy, fuzzy logic systems for control are getting a lot of attention. There have 

been many control structures which are proposed for unplementing fuzzy logic techniques. 

Here, a fuzzy logic system is proposed as die controller in the NEMC stmcture. The 

control architecture is shown in Figure 3.8. In Figure 3.8, Fuzzy 1 is designed as the 

model inverse of the plant P. 

Figure 3.8: Fuzzy NIMC Structure 

In this work, fuzzy systems as fuzzy basis function expansions are proposed to 

model nonlinear systems. Fuzzy basis functions, introduced by Wang [115], were 

addressed in section 2.4. The fuzzy systems as fuzzy basic function expansions are one 

class of a few fuzzy systems that have been theoretically proved to be a universal 
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approxknator [115]. FmaUy, since FBF expansions are hnear in the parameters, linear 

identification methods, which are usually less complex than nonhnear identification 

methods, can be used to obtain the parameters. 

3.6 Modehng The Plant Inverse 

According to section 3.2, the plant is described through the relations: 

f(y, ^, % ..., y^"\ u) = 0 (3.23) 

where f(.) is a continuous vector function in the operating region. It is assumed that the 

plant has known order, i.e., the highest derivative order of the output, n, in the f(.). 

However, the dynamics of the plant (equivalently the relationship of y, y, y, ..., y^"', u) 

are partially or completely unknown. 

According to the plant described in Eq(3.23), the inverse of the plant can be 

written as 

u = 9(y, y, y , . - , ŷ "̂ ), (3.24) 

where (p(.) is a continuous vector function. In the NEMC stmcture, the input of the model 

inverse(the controller) is connected to the output of the filter, v . Thus, the relations can 

be written as 

u = (p(v, 5̂ , y, ..., ŷ "̂ ). (3.25) 

while the model inverse of the plant in the Eq(3.25) is m continuous time form, it 

is implemented digitaUy. That is the values of the variable are known only at discrete time 
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intervals. Thus, the continuous time variables in die Eq(3.25) are replaced by discrete 

time variables. The Eq(3.25) can be written as 

"t = 9(Vt, Pt, ^t, •••̂  y"'t)- ^3.26) 

where y^, y^, ..., and y \ are estimated by using the backward Euler approximation â  as 

foUowings: 

yt = - ^ " ^ ' -^ 
At 

yt - yt-At V, -2y , . ^ , -F y,.,^ 
y t = ^ - - • " ' - • ' - - ^ " 

At (At)' 

and so on for y,, ..., ŷ "̂ .̂ 

An approach for the modeling of the plant inverse chooses the stmcture of the 

FBF expansions to be the same as that of inverse model described through the relation in 

Eq(3.26). Thus, v^, yt^ y^ •.•,and y \ are the inputs of the fuzzy model and û  is the 

output of the fuzzy model. 

Initially, the parameters of the fuzzy model are obtained by using the ofl-hne 

version of the least square algorithm. Then, the parameters of the fuzzy model can also be 

adjusted in on-line fashion by using the recursive least square with forgetting factor 

algorithm described in section 2.5. A proposed on-line training architecture is shown in 

Figure 3.9. The architecture m die Figure 3.9. is known as the general leaming 

architecture [95]. 

3.7 FUter Design 

From Eq(3.7), the relationship between an output, y , and the reference signal. 
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Figure 3.9: On-hne Identification Architecture 

r , can be rewritten as 

y = F(r) + (I - F)(d), (3.27) 

where F is the filter and d is the disturbance. From the equation, if F=I (identity 

operator), then the control is perfect, i.e., y = f. However, this requires large control 

actions, which are undesirable in practice. Thus, a suitable fUter should gradually reduce 

the disturbance effect and behaves as an identity operator at steady state. 

Here, the filter F is proposed to have the following transfer function: 

F : F.(s) = 
boo 

n-2 
S" + bn-l,jS"" + bn-2.jS"" + . . . + bo, J 

V,(s) 

Ej(s) 
(3.28) 

where the bi, j 's are the constants and j=l , 2,..., m. The equation also can be expressed as 

Vj + bn-i,jVj ^ bn-2.jVj + . . . + Vj = bo.x-. j = l, ...,q, (3.29: 

where v j is the j filter output and Cj is the j filter input. According to the final value 
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theorem, i. e.. 

lim h = hm sH(s), 
t-»o» s-»0 

when trnie t goes to infinity, the unit step response of the filter is equal to one, i.e., 

lim V. = 1, j = l, 2,...,q . (3.30) 

This means that the gain of the filter equals one at steady state. Equivalentiy, the filter 

behaves as the identity operator at steady state. 

From the relationship in Eq(3.27), the plant output follows the output of the filter. 

Thus, the shape of the plant output response can be designed by choosing an appropriate 

set of bi, j's. Since the fUter is a linear system, the techniques of hnear systems can be 

employed. As an example, to ensure the stability of die filter, aU die roots of the 

characteristic equation must lie in left half of the s-plane. Furthermore, in order to 

completely control the plant, the order of the filter should be equal to the order of the 

plant. 

FinaUy, the transfer function of the filter, F, m the Eq(3.28) is in continuous time 

form. To implement the fUter, F, digitally, it is desirable to transform the transfer function 

in continuous time form into discrete time form. In other words, the transfer function, F, in 

the s-domain needs to be transformed to the z-domain. Here, based on the backward Euler 

approximation [93], the transformed transfer function of the filter in the z-domain is 

F:Fj(z) = F.(s)[^i^j = l, 2, ..., q (3.31) 
At 

where At is a sampling period. 
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3.8 Adaptive Fuzzy NIMC Strategy 

An adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy is proposed for a nonlmear system that can be 

represented by a continuous function in the form of 

f(y, i % ..., y^"', u) = 0, 

where u is die mput, y is the output, p is die first derivative of die output and simUarly 

for y, ..., y" . The block diagram of the adaptive fuzzy NIMC structure is shown in 

Figure 3.10. The flow chart of the control strategy is also shown in Figure 3.11. 

FUter 
Fuzzy controller 

'^o^ 

0 < a < l 
Figure 3.10: Block Diagram of The Adaptive Fuzzy IMC Stmcture 

From the flow chart, the control strategy is divided into two major phases: control 

phase and adaptation phase. In the control phase, the plant output y tracks the reference 

signal, r . The relationship between y and f are described by 

y = F(r) + (I - aF)(d). (3.32) 

Then, controller parameters and "a" may be adjusted according to two criteria: stabihty 

criteria and large error criteria. This is called the adaptation phase. The rest of this section 

wUl discuss the adaptation procedure. 
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First, die stability criterion is checked. The criterion is 

H|(PdC - I)F |^ K < 1. (3.33) 

where K is a real number that is equal or greater than one, i.e.. K G R and K > 1. The 

criterion in the Eq(3.33) is modified from the criterion in Eq(3.21). The reason to add K in 

this criterion is to increase the sensivity to detect the instabUity of the closed-loop system. 

For K=l, the criterion is activated when the closed-loop gain is greater than or equal to 

one. Accordmg to the smaU gain theorem, the closed loop gain of a stable system is 

requu-ed to be less than one. However, when the closed-loop gain is greater than one, the 

closed-loop system may ah-eady be unstable which wiU severely degrade the control 

performance. Thus, it is deskable to activate the criterion before the closed-loop gain 

reaches one. Equivalently, K is set to have a value greater than one. TypicaUy, K has a 

value slightiy greater than one. 

From the Eq(3.32), the disturbance, d, will be completely rejected from the output 

when F is an identity operator and "a", which has a value between zero to one, is equal to 

one. From the filter design section, the requirement for the filter, F, is simply 

achieved at steady state. Here, "a" is designed to keep the system stable. Normally, "a" is 

set to be one. However, when the stability criterion is not satisfied, "a" must be reduced. 

The new "a" is determined from 

a = 7. ii . (3.34) 
l|(PdC-I)F||^,K 

As mentioned before, small values of "a" reduce the abUity of the system to reject the 
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< ^ a ( | | P d C . | ) F | | ^ K 

|(PdC-I)F|^K 

a = l 
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no 

1 = 1-1 

J 
Figure 3.11: The Flow Chart of die Adaptive NIMC Strategy 
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disturbance, d , from the output. According to the stabihty criterion in Eq(3.33), 

another way to reduce the closed loop gain is adjusting die fuzzy conU-oUer, which is the 

unperfect model inverse of the plant. However, adjusting the fuzzy controller requires 

more computing effort dian adjusting die "a." Moreover, the learning process of the fuzzy 

controUer is usuaUy slow. Thus using only diis technique may not keep die closed-loop 

system stable once an instabUity is detected. 

Therefore, the combination of both techniques is proposed in the strategy. FUst, 

once die closed loop instabUity is detected, the value of "a" is reduced and stays die same 

for a number of consecutive trnie steps. While the value of "a" stays less dian one, the 

parameters of the fuzzy controller are being adjusted. The learning period continues for a 

number of consecutive steps. Then, the value of "a" is reset to one again. 

It can be seen from the relations in Eq(3.32) that the disturbance, d , stiU has an 

effect on the output y during the transient states. This may cause undesirable transient 

performance when d is large. As the second criterion for adaptation, a strategy is 

proposed to reduce the effect of the disturbance, d . Here, the disturbance, d , is caused 

by the imperfect model inverse of the plant. Thus, to reduce the disturbance, the 

parameters of the controller, which is the model inverse of the plant, is adjusted. 

However, adjusting the controUer requires intensive computing effort. It may not 

be suitable to adjust the parameters at every step. Thus, the strategy is proposed to adjust 

the parameters only when the disturbance, d, is larger than a threshold value. 

Finally, since the strategy involves the pseudo gain. 
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sup jmax|di(x)|[ 
| |(PdC-Dl1U = p c f = «-'̂ '̂ ^^^ J 

supjmax|e,(T)|i (3.35) 
0<T<t Ll^i<l J 

maxd(t) 

maxe(t) 

the on-line searching for the pseudo gain is also required. 

InitiaUy, maxd(O), maxe(O) and pcf are assigned smaU values. Then, during control, 

maxd(t) and maxe(t) are die maximum values of maxldi i^)\ and max|ei (x)| respectively 
l<i<q l<i<l 

for X between zero to t. The pcf is the ratio of maxd(x) to maxe(x) for x between zero 

and t. 

The strategy is also involved in the adaptation of the fuzzy controller. This has an 

effect on the searching technique. Since each maxd(t), maxe(t) and pcf is designed to keep 

only the maximum values, the maximum values of the previous model may dominate the 

maximum values of the new model. The result is that the pseudo gain wiU not correspond 

to the new fuzzy controUer. To solve this problem, maxd(t), maxe(t) and pcf are reset to 

a smaU value again when the parameters of the fuzzy controller are changed. 

3.9 Summary 

This chapter describes the NEMC scheme. First, some attractive properties of the 

input-output relationship of the NIMC structure are presented. Then, the modified NIMC 

stmcture is introduced. In addition, the stabUity criterion based on the small gain theorem 

is proposed. Then, the fuzzy basis function (FBF) expansion is proposed as the conu-oUer 

m the modified NIMC structure. Fmally, based on the analytical results from the previous 
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section, an adaptive fuzzy NTMC strategy is proposed. The strategy wiU be applied to 

control nonlinear systems in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION STUDIES 

In this chapter, the adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy developed in the last chapter is 

applied to the control of four nonlinear systems. The first apphcation is the control of an 

inverted pendulum. The second application is the control of a pendulum model. The third 

application is the control of the forced Van der Pol equation. FinaUy, the fourth 

application is the control of a two-hnk robot manipulator, which is a multiple input-

multiple output system. 

4.1 Inverted Pendulum model 

An inverted pendulum system is shown in Figure 4.1 

Figure 4.1: Inverted Pendulum 

where M is the mass of the cart (kg), 

m is the mass of the pendulum (kg), 

1 is the length of the pole (m). 
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g is the gravitational constant (9.8 ni/s2), 

G is the pole's angle from the vertical (rad). 

If it is assumed that the pole is a narrow, uniform rod, with no friction at the pivot 

and the cart travels in one direction along a frictionless track, die equation of motion is 

Q _-m-l-sin(9)-cos(e)-9' + (m-FM)-g-sin(e) - u-cos(e) 

l[M + msin^(e)] 

The derivation of the equation is shown by Henders [35]. 

The NEMC stmctiu-e is shown m Figure 4.2. 

(4.1) 

' - ^ FUter 
Fuzzv/^ 

Contojfler 
~r 

^ 

u Inverted 
Pendulum 

'̂ a 

0<a<l 
Figure 4.2: The NEMC Structure 

6 

O 

The control objective is to make the output response of the system foUow a desired 

setpoint in a predescribed manner. Here, the output response is required to meet two 

performance criteria. The first criterion is setding time, t̂ . The setthng time is the time 

required for the step response to setde within 2% of its final value. The second criterion i.̂  

that the output response is overdamped, i.e., there is no overshoot. In this example, the 
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output response is requhed to have die foUowing specifications: 

ts ^ 1.5 sec, 
(4.2) 

^ > 0.9, 

where ^ is die damping ratio. Since the output of the controlled system follows the 

output of the filter, the requirement of die output response can be simply achieved by 

designing the fUter to meet the requirement. 

To meet the requirements of the output response, the transfer function of the filter 

is 

F(s) = 
8.778 

s' +5.33s-F 8.778 
(4.3) 

The step response of the filter is shown in Figure 4.3. 

1.2 

amphtude •\ 

0.8 

0.6-

0.4-

0.2 

0 
0 0.5 1.5 2.5 

Figure 4.3: The step response of the fUter 
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4.1.1 Off-hne modeling of the fu/zv controller 

From the input-output relation of the plant, the inverse of the plant is a function of 

9 and its derivatives, i.e.. 

u = 9(9,, 9,, 9t) (4.4) 

where (p(-) is a continuous function. To model the mverse, the stmcture of the FBF 

expansion is chosen to be the same as the inverse of the plant. Here, each 9,, 9,, 9t is 

described by five fuzzy variables: "positive big" (PB), "positive small" (PS), "zero" (ZE), 

"negative smaU" (SM), "negative big" (SB), hi addition, the membership function of each 

fuzzy variable is the gaussian function. The membership functions of the fuzzy variables 

defined on a normalized domain [-6, 6] are shown in Figure 4.4. 

NB NS ZE PS PB 

Figure 4.4: The membership fimctions of the fuzzy variables 
defined on a normalized domain [-6, 6]. 
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The normahzed values of each 9^,9, , 9t, u use die same membership function 

distribution, shown in Figure 4.4. 

Since each 9,, 9,, 9t is described by the five fuzzy sets, die fuzzy rule base 

consists of 125 rules. The "if parts of the fuzzy mles can be written as 

RJ : IF 9, is A^ and 9, is Â  and 9, is Â  , j = I, ...,125 (4.5) 

where A^ is a fuzzy set of 9 m die jth rule and similarly for AJ and A^. Therefore, die 

fuzzy basic function expansion is formed as 

125 

u = SajPj . (4.6) 

The fuzzy basis functions, p̂  's, are calculated from the "if" parts of the fuzzy mles as 

follows: 

^^Ai(^t)•^^Ai(^t)•^tAi(^t) 
Pj = T^-^^ j = l 125. (4.7) 

I(^iA;(^t)•^iAi(Qt)•^tAi(^t)) 

By using the least square algorithm, the parameters of the fuzzy model, a s, are 

identified from 300 input-output data of the plant model that has the following parameters: 

m=0.1 kg, M=l kg and 1=0.25 m. 

Then, the fuzzy model is used as the controller in the NEMC structure. The simulations are 

conducted under three situations. Fkst, the controller is the approximated model of the 

model inverse of the plant. Secondly, the controller is not the perfect model inverse of the 

plant, i.e., there is modeling error. Third, the imperfect model inverse of the plant causes 
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the closed-loop system to be unstable. The simulation results are shown in the section of 

the simulation results. 

4.2 Pendulum 

A pendulum model, shown in Figure 4.5, is used for die simulation. The equation 

of motion [71] is 

e+ ye+fo = ^u(t), 
1 1 m l 

:4.8) 

where m is die point mass (kg), I is the length of the pole (m), g is the gravitational 

constant (9.8 m/s^), k is die friction coefficient at die pivot (kgmVs). 

mg 
Figure 4.5: Pendulum 

The NIMC structure is similar to that of the inverted pendidum. Here, the control 

objective and the requirements on the output response are also the same in the previous 

example. As a result, the transfer function of the filter is the same as Eq(4.3). 

4.2.1 Off-line modeling of the fuzzy controller 

From the input-output relation of the plant, the inverse of the plant is a function of 

9 and its derivatives, i.e.. 
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u = 9(9,, 9,, 9 t ) . (4.9) 

where 9() is a continuous function. Thus, the structure of the FBF expansion is chosen to 

be the same as the Eq(4.9). Here, each input and output variable are described by five 

fuzzy variables: "positive big" (PB), "positive smaU" (PS), "zero" (ZE), "negative small" 

(SM), "negative big" (SB). The membership functions of the fuzzy variables, defined on a 

normahzed domain [-6, 6], are shown in Figure 4.4. 

The FBF expansion is formed as the Eq(4.6) and Eq(4.7). The parameters of the 

fuzzy model are identified from 300 mput-output data of the plant model that has the 

foUowing parameters: 

m=0.3 kg, k=0.01 kgmVs and 1=0.25 m. 

Then, the fuzzy model is used as the controUer in the NIMC stmcture. Like the previous 

example, the simulations are conducted under three situations. The simulation results are 

shown in the section of the simulation results. 

4.3 Forced Van Der Pol Equation 

The forced Van der Pol equation is shown in Eq(4.10): 

y + 2a(y ' - l )y -Fby =cu(t), (4.10) 

where a, b and c are positive constants. OriginaUy, the equation was introduced to study 

die osciUations in a vacuum tube circuit in 1927 [9]. Later, the equation has been used as 

an example to study the self-excited oscUlation of nonlinear systems. 

When u=0, the forced Van der Pol equation displays osciUation of fixed amplitude 

and fixed period. This oscUlation is called limit cycle. The plot of the Van der Pol 
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osciUation, when a=l, b=l, c=l, y(0) = 0 and y(0) = 2 , is shown in Figure 4.6. The 

weU-known phase plane plot of the Van der Pol osciUation is also shown in Figure 4 7. 

0 20 t 40 60 

Figure 4.6: The plot of the Van der Pol oscillation 

-4 -2 0 y 2 4 

Figure 4.7: Phase plane plot of the Van der Pol oscillation 
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Here, the hmit cycle phenomenon is undesirable. Thus, die control objective is to 

avoid the hmit cycle phenomenon. In addition, the output response is required to be the 

same as the previous two examples. 

Since the order of the system and the requirements on the output response are the 

same as the previous examples, the NIMC stmcture and the transfer function of the filter 

are also the same as the previous examples. The structure of the FBF expansion, which is 

the fuzzy controUer, is chosen to be u = 9(y, y, y). Like, the previous examples, five 

fuzzy variables are used to described each input-output variable of the fuzzy model. Then 

a set of 300 input-output data of the plant model with a= 1, b= 1, c= 4, are used for the 

off-line identification of the parameters of the fuzzy model. The simulation results under 

the three situations are shown in the section of the simulation results. 

4.4 A Two-Link Cylindrical Robot Manipulator 

A two-link cylindrical robot manipulator is shown in Figure 4.8. From Fig 4.8, the 

base Imk rotates about z-axis by a revolute joint and the second link can change the length 

of the hnk by a prismatic joint. 

The motion of the cylindrical robot manipulator can be described by a 

mathematical equation which is caUed the equation of motion. The equation of motion for 

the system can be obtained from the law of Lagrangian mechanics [46]. In this work, 

assuming diat the hnks are rigid body, aU masses are lumped at discrete point and the 

effects of actuator dynamics are ignored, the equation of motion for the system can be 

described as 
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f^ - ^ 

D 

9 

Figure 4.8: A Two-Link Cylindrical Robot Manipulator 

I9 + m 2 r ' 0 

0 m^ 
[9' 
[r 

-F 
2rf9m2 

-m2r9^ 

~^i' 

[̂ ^2] 
(4.11) 

where 19 is the inertia of the base link (kgm^). 

m2 are the point mass of hnk2 (kg). 

r is the length of link 2 (m), 

XJ , X2 are the required torque for link 1 and link 2 respectively (Nm), 

9 is the angular position of hnk 2 (rad). 

The derivation of the equation is given by Koivo [46] and Lewis [57]. 

The NEMC stmcture is shown in Figure 4.9. A basic problem in controlling the 

robot is to make each output response follow each desired setpoint in a predescribed 

manner. Like the previous examples, each output response of the robot is desired to meet 

two performance criteria: the overdamped output response and the setthng time (ts). Here, 

each output response of the robot is required to have the foUowing specifications: 
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t, < 1 sec 

^ > 0.9. 

refl 

Fuzzy 
ControUer 

ref2 

Two-link 
cylindrical 

robot 
manipulator 

9 

•6 
o 

Figure 4.9: The NEMC Stmcture of The Two-hnk Cylindrical Robot Manipulator 

Based on these criteria, the transfer function of each fUter is given by 

Fl(s) =F2(s) = 
20.25 

s'-F 8.1s+ 20.25 

4.4.1 Off-hne modeling of the fuzzy controller 

Based on the equation of motion in the Eq(4.11), the inverse of the robot can be 

written as a function of output variables and their derivative, i.e.. 

Xj = 9i(r, f, r, 9, 9) and 
• 

X2 = 92(1"' r, 9 ) , 
(4.12) 
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where 9, (•) and 92 (•) are continuous functions. Here, two FBF expansions are 

required to model the inverse of the robot: the fUst FBF expansion and die second FBF 

expansion are used to model 9^ (•) and 92 (•), respectively. LUce die previous examples, 

each input and output variable of both FBF expansions are described by five fuzzy 

variables and the membership function of each fuzzy variable are shown in Figure 4.4. 

Then the parameters of the two fuzzy models are identified from the input-output 

data of the plant model with the following parameters: 

I9 = 0.2 kgm^, m2 = 2 kg . 

These fuzzy models are used as die controUer in The NIMC structure. SimUar to the 

previous examples, the simulations are conducted under three situations. The results are 

shown in the section of simulation results. 

4.5 Simulation Results 

In this section, the simulation results of the four nonlinear systems are 

presented.The simulations are conducted under three situations: First, fuzzy models are 

the approximated models of the model inverses. Second, fuzzy models are not the perfect 

models of the model inverses. Third, The modehng mismatch of the fuzzy controller 

results in the closed-loop system instabihty. The parameters of each nonlinear system 

under the three simulation situations are shown in Table 4.1, Table 4.2, Table 4.3. In 

addition, the tables also provide mean square errors (MSEs) of output responses from 

desired responses. For comparison purpose, a MSE, when each plant is controlled by the 

non-adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy, is also shown in these tables. Furthermore, the plots of 
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control results of each nonhnear system under die three situations are indicated in the 

tables as weU. The explanations of the smiulations under each situation are given as 

foUowing: 

Table 4.1 Fuzzy models are die approxmiated models of the model inverses 

Nonlinear System 

Inverted Pendulum 

m=0.1,M=l, 1=0.25 

PendiUum 

m=0.3,1=0.25, k=0.1 

Forced Van der Pol 

a=l,b=l,c=4 

two-hnk robot 

r 

Ig = 0.2, m2 =2 

9 

MSE of 

nonadaptive 

NEMC 

0.0013 

0.00095 

0.0036 

0.0162 

0.0030 

MSE of 

adaptive 

NEMC 

0.00085 

0.00023 

0.0021 

0.0033 

0.0013 

Figure 

Fig. 4.10,4.10 

Fig. 4.12,4.13 

Fig. 4.14,4.15 

Fig. 4.16 c and d 

Fig. 4.17 c and d 

Fig. 4.16 a and b 

Fig. 4.17 a and b 
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Table 4.2 Fuzzy models are not die perfect models of the model inverses 

Nonlinear System 

Inverted Pendulum 

m=l,M=3,1=0.25 

Pendidum 

m=l, 1=0.5, k=0 

Forced Van der Pol 

a=3, b=5, c=1.7 

two-hnk robot 

r 

Ig =0.5, mj =4 

9 

MSE of 

nonadaptive 

NIMC 

0.0104 

0.0189 

0.0247 

0.0169 

0.015 

MSE of 

adaptive 

NIMC 

0.0037 

0.0014 

0.0095 

0.0044 

0.0051 

Figure 

Fig. 4.18,4.19 

Fig. 4.20, 4.21 

• 

Fig. 4.22, 4.23 

Fig. 4.24 c and d 

Fig. 4.25 c and d 

Fig. 4.24 a and b 

Fig. 4.25 a and b 
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Table 4.3 The modehng mismatch of the fuzzy controller 
resiUts in the closed-loop system instabihty 

Nonlinear System 

Inverted Pendulum 

m=3,M= 10,1=0.25 

PendiUum 

m=3,1=1.5, k=0 

Forced Van der Pol 

a=0.3, b=0.3, c=0.2 

two-hnk robot 

r 

IQ =3, m, =4 

9 

MSE of 

nonadaptive 

NIMC 

-

-

-

-

-

MSE of 

adaptive 

NIMC 

0.0023 

0.0009 

0.0218 

0.0049 

0.0024 

Figure 

Fig. 4.26 

Fig. 4.27 

Fig. 4.28 
1 

Fig. 4.29 c and d 

Fig. 4.29 a and b 
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4.5.1 Fuzzy models are the approximated models of the model inverse 

To test how weU fuzzy models, obtained from the off-line identification, represent 

die model inverses, each fuzzy model is used as the controUer in die NIMC stmcture of 

each nonlinear system. For comparison purposes, the plots of the control results also show 

the desired response of each nonlinear system. 

From the simulation resuks of each nonlinear system, it is seen that there are no 

differences between die desked response and the output response. In addition, the plots of 

V and y for each nonhnear system shows that v and y appears the same. This means that 

the fuzzy models well approximate die model inverses of the plants. FinaUy, k can be seen 

from the plots that the plant output of each nonhnear system completely foUows the 

output of the filter when the controller is the perfect model inverse. This confkms the 

theoretical results from the previous chapter. 

4.5.2 Fuzzy controllers are not the perfect model inverses of the plants 

The previous experiments show that the fuzzy models, obtained from the off-hne 

identification, weU represent the model inverses of the plants. However, during operation, 

the parameters of the plants may change. As a result, the fuzzy models are not the model 

inverse of the new plants. Therefore, the abUity of the adaptive NEMC strategy in deahng 

with modeling error will be studied. 

Here, each fuzzy model which is designed for each plant in the section 4.5.1 is 

used as the controller for controUing the plant indicated in Table 4.2. Both non-adaptive 
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fuzzy NIMC and adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy are apphed to control each nonlinear 

plant. 

From the results of each nonlinear system, diere are no significant dkferences 

between the output response and the desked response, although the fuzzy model is not the 

exact model inverse of the plant. It can also be seen that the steady state error of each 

control system is eliminated in spite of the large modeling error at steady state. 

However, during transient phase in each control system, the modeling error, d, has 

an effect on the output response. As a resuh, there are approximately 1%, 3%, 4% and 

2% differences between the output response and the desked response during transient 

phase in the inverted pendulum, the pendulum, the forced Van der Pol equation and the 

two-hnk robot manipulator, respectively. As indicated in the plots, the effects of the 

modeling error, d, on the output response of each control system are insignkicant for the 

case that the adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy is apphed. This is the case because the 

strategy allows the parameters of each fuzzy model to be adjusted in on-line fashion. 

Thus, the output response of each control system that is controlled by the proposed 

strategy appears similar to the desked response. This indicates that the adaptive fuzzy 

NEMC strategy well performs in reducing the modeling error. 

4.5.3 The modeling mismatch of fuzzy controllers resuks in 
the closed-loop system instabUity 

StabUity is always the primary concern in the control systems. Sometimes, the 

varying of plant parameters results in closed-loop system instabihty. Therefore, the abUity 
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of the proposed strategy to maintain closed-loop system stability is necessary. Here, the 

simulations assume that each plant has the parameters shown in Table 4.3 and the initial 

fuzzy controller of each control system is set up from input-output data of the plant in 

Table 4.1. 

Widiout the adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy, the control systems are not stable as 

shown in Figures 4.26, 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29. Then, the adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy is 

applied to control each plant. The results show that the proposed sQ-ategy can maintain the 

closed-loop system stabihty of each control system. This clearly demonstrates the 

effectiveness of the adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy in keeping the control systems stable. 

4.6 Summary 

The adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy was tested via simulations. Here, the strategy 

was applied to control four nonlinear systems. Fkst, each fuzzy model was trained in off-

hne to capture the inverse dynamics of each plant and was used as the controller. It was 

shown that every fuzzy model weU-represented the model inverse of its plant In addition, 

the output response of each plant was the same as the desked response 

Then, the simulations were also conducted under two situations. Fkst, the initial 

fuzzy controllers were not the perfect model inverses of the plants. For the fkst situation, 

the adaptive NIMC strategy successfully reduced the modehng error. As a result, the 

output response of each plant did not severely degrade from the desked response. 

Secondly, the closed-loop system was unstable. For the second situation, it was 

shown diat the adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy not only effectively kept the closed loop 
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stable, but also improved the system performance. It can be concluded that the simulation 

results of controUing nonhnear systems are promising. 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •), r, the output (-), 9 
and the desked response (—), yd 

0 2 4 6 
t(sec) 

(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v and the output (-), 9 

Figure 4.10: The control of the inverted pendulum by die non-adaptive fuzzy NEMC 
strategy when the fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of the plant 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •),!, the output (-), 9 
and the desked response (~), yd 

0 2 4 6 
t(sec) 

(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v and the output (-), 9 

12 

Figure 4.11: The control of the inverted pendulum by the adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy 
when the fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of the plant 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •), r, the output (-), 9 
and the desked response (—), yd 

t(sec) 

(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v and the output (-), 9 

Figure 4.12: The control of the pendulum by the non-adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy when 
the fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of the plant 
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and the desked response (—), yd 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (~), v and the output (-), 9 

Figure 4.13: The control of the pendulum by the adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy when the 
fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of the plant 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •), r, the output (-), y 
and the desked response (—), yd 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v and the output (-), y 

Figure 4.14: The control of the forced Van der Pol equation by the non-adaptive fuzzy 
NEMC strategy when the fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of the 

plant 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •), r, the output (-), y 
and the desked response (—), yd 

20 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v and the output (-), y 

Figure 4.15: The control of the forced Van der Pol equation by the adaptive fuzzy NEMC 
strategy when the fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of the plant 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •), refl, the first output (-), 9 
and the desked response (~), yd I 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), vl and the fkst output (-), 9 

Figure 4.16: The control of the two-link cylindrical robot manipulator by the non-adaptive 
fuzzy NEMC strategy when the fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of 

the plant 
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(c) The plots of reference signal ( - •), ref2, the second output (-), r 
and the desked response (—), yd2 
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(d) The plots of the output of the filter (~), v2 and the second output (-), r 

Figure 4.16: (continued) 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •), refl, the first output (-), 9 
and the desked response (~), ydl 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v 1 and the fkst output (-), 9 

Figure 4.17: The control of the two-link cylmdrical robot manipulator by the adaptive 
fuzzy NEMC strategy when the fuzzy model is an approximation of the model inverse of 

the plant 
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(d) The plots of the output of the filter (~), v2 and the second output (-), r 

Figure 4.17: (continued) 
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Figure 4.18: The control of the inverted pendulum by the non-adaptive fuzzy NEMC 
strategy when the fuzzy controller is not the perfect model inverse of the plant 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v and the output (-), 9 

Figure 4.19: The control of the inverted pendulum by the adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy 
when the fuzzy controller is not the perfect model inverse of the plant 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (~), v and the output (-), 9 

Figure 4.20: The control of the pendulum by the non-adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy when 
the fuzzy controUer is not the perfect model inverse of the plant 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (~), v and the output (-), 9 

Figure 4.21: The control of the pendulum by the adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy when the 
fuzzy controUer is not the perfect model inverse of the plant 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v and the output (-), y 

Figure 4.22: The control of the forced Van der Pol equation by the non-adaptive fuzzy 
NEMC strategy when the fuzzy controller is not the perfect model inverse of the plant 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (~), v and the output (-), y 

Figure 4.23: The control of the forced Van der Pol equation by the adaptive fuzzy NEMC 
strategy when the fuzzy controller is not the perfect model inverse of the plant 
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(b) The plots of the output of the filter (-), v 1 and the fkst output (-), 9 

Figure 4.24: The control of the two-link cylindrical robot manipulator by the non-adaptive 
fuzzy NEMC strategy when the fuzzy controller is not the perfect model inverse of the 

plant 
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Figure 4.24: (continued) 
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Figure 4.25: The control of the two-luik cylindrical robot manipulator by the adaptive 
fuzzy NEMC strategy when the fuzzy controller is not the perfect model inverse of the 

plant 
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(d) The plots of the output of the filter (~), v2 and the second output (-), r 

Figure 4.25: (continued) 
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(a) The plots of reference signal ( - •), r, the output (-), 9 , when the control strategy is 
the non-adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy 
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(b) The plots of reference signal ( - •), r, the desked response (-), yd and the output (-), 
9 , when the control strategy is the adaptive fuzzy NIMC strategy 

Figure 4.26: The control of the inverted pendulum when the modehng mismatch of the 
fuzzy controller results in the instabUity 
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Figure 4.27: The control of the pendulum when the modeling mismatch of the fuzzy 
controller results in the instabUity 
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Figure 4.28: The control of the forced Van der Pol equation when the modeling mismatch 
of the fuzzy controller results m the instabUity 
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Figure 4.29: The control of the two-link cylindrical robot manipulator when the modehng 
mismatch of the fuzzy controUer results in the instabUity 
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(c) The plots of reference signal ( - •), ref2, the second output (-), r, when the control 
strategy is the non-adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy 
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output (-), r, when the control strategy is the adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy 

Figure 4.29: (continued) 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Recentiy, as alternative to conventional control, fuzzy control has been used for a 

variety of nonhnear control problems. Typically, fuzzy logic systems are used as nonhnear 

controllers diat are called Proportional-Integral Derivative lUce Fuzzy Logic Controllers 

(PID-FLCs). The success of PID-FLCs in controUing nonlinear systems has been reported 

m several applications. However, there are no systematic and effective techniques to 

design PID-FLCs. A well-designed PID-FLC usually takes a lot of tuning, which usuaUy 

relies on trial and error. Particularly, it is very difficult to design a PID-FLC such diat the 

control system meets specific achievable requkements on control performance. 

In this work, the nonlinear intemal model control (NIMC) structure and the 

adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy have been proposed to aUeviate the problems of PID-

FLCs. Unlike the previous work, a modified NEMC structure is used in this work to 

minimize error due to the modeling error of the model inverse of the plant. BasicaUy, the 

modified structure consists of two major parts: 

1. the controller which is the model inverse of the plant. 

2. the linear filter which is used to shape the output response of the plant. 

This stmcture has the following attractive properties: 

1. the control structure has the abUity to eliminate steady state error. 

2. The relations between the filter and the output response can be found explicitly. 

Thus, this allows designers to systematically and effectively construct the control structure 
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to achieve certain specific control performances. 

3. The stability criterion of the control stmcture can be found explicitly. Thus the 

closed-loop StabUity can be maintained by adjusting the parameters of die NIMC structure, 

which relate to the stabihty criterion, such that die stabUity criterion is satisfied. 

Then, an adaptive fuzzy NEMC strategy has been proposed. The proposed strategy 

has diree attractive features. Fkst, die strategy provides an on-hne adaptation to improve 

control performances of a plant over a wide range of operating conditions. Secondly, there 

are systematic techniques to keep the closed-loop system stable in an on-hne fashion. 

Thkd, the fuzzy basis function (FBF) expansion is used to implement the controUer. The 

use of the FBF expansion as the controller of the NEMC stmcture has the following 

advantages: 

1. Accurate mathematical models of nonhnear plants are not requked for 

constmcting the FBF expansion. This can signkicantiy enhance the abUity of the strategy 

to control practical nonhnear systems whose exact mathematical models are quite dkficult 

to obtain. 

2. It is more convenient to constmct the FBF expansion than other ordinary kinds 

of fuzzy systems. This is the case because the parameters of the FBF expansion are 

dkectly identkied from input-output data. Thus, unsystematic tuning of fuzzy rules that is 

usuaUy based on the experiences of designers is not requked for constmcting the FBF 

expansion. 

3. A hnear identification algorithm, which generaUy requkes less computation than 

a nonlinear identification algorithm, can be applied to obtain the parameters of die FBF 
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expansion because the FBF expansion is Imear in ks adjustable parameters. 

As examples of applying die proposed strategy to control nonhnear systems, 

sknulation studies of controlhng four nonhnear systems (e.g., a pendulum, an invened 

pendulum, a forced Van der Pol equation, and a two-link cylmdrical robot manipulator) 

have been conducted. The simulation results show that the proposed strategy can 

successfully control the four nonlmear systems. Particularly, the output response of each 

of the four nonhnear systems is the same as its desked response. This confkms that the 

control scheme can be designed to meet specific achievable requkements on control 

performances. 

It should be mentioned that other control strategies may also provide simUar 

control results as the proposed strategy k the control problems are addressed and solved 

appropriately. However, what sets the proposed strategy apart from other control 

strategies is that the control system that is controlled by the proposed strategy can be 

convenientiy and systematically designed to meet desked performances. 

This study opens a variety of future research opportunities. Fkst, the strateg>' can 

be actually implemented in hardware for controlhng real physical nonlinear systems in 

order to further test and verify the proposed strategy. 

Secondly, for the early works of fuzzy control, the requkements on control 

performances of a fuzzy control system are usuaUy defined in qualitative and unspecified 

manner. This is the case because it is considerably difficult to design a fuzzy control 

system to meet speckic requkements on control performances. Currently, research is 

continuing in the dkection of finding a design technique or a control strategy such that a 
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fuzzy control system can be designed to meet specified requirements on control 

performance. This study has presented one way to achieve this. Other ways to achieve this 

type of requkements are very active areas of research. Thus, diis issue could be furdier 

studied. 

Thkdly, in this study, the fuzzy basis function expansion is proposed to model the 

inverse of a nonlmear plant. Although the exact mathematical model of the plant is not 

requked for modehng the fuzzy model, the order of the plant (i.e., the highest differential 

order of the plant equation) is assumed to be known in order to construct the FBF 

expansion. At this stage, most techniques for constructing fuzzy models have been based 

on this assumption. In the future, it would be chaUenging to develop a technique for 

constructing fuzzy models such that the order of plants need not be known. 
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APPENDIX 

THE PARAMETER CONVERGENCE OF RLS WITH FORGETTING FACTOR 

In diis appendix, the parameter convergence of RLS with forgetting factor 

algorithm wUl be discussed. To analyze the algorithm, it is assumed that die data is 

generated from the system that is described by 

yt = P79*. (A-l) 

Therefore, 9* is the vector of true parameters. In addition, it is assumed that an input 

signal that is used to generate the data excites all the possible modes of the system. This is 

caUed persistently exciting [107]. The model with the recursive least square with 

forgetting factor algorithm can be written as 

yt = P?"9t-i ' 

et = yt - y t , 

9t = 9t-i+ QtPtet , (A-2) 

1 . Qt-iPtP^Qt-i ^ 

^^ X^^'-' X + P7Qt .Pt^-

Here, the stabUity will be analyzed by usmg die Lyapunov's dkect method [63]. 

Let introduce 0,., = 9(., - 9*. 

it foUows that 
A 

e. = y. - yt 

= P 7 9 - Pt9t-i (A-3) 

= -p'(9t-i - e*) 

= -Pi'9t -1 

Subtracting 9* from both sides of die equation in Eq(A-2), the result is 
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9t - 6* = ( 9t-i - 6') + Q.P.Et (A-4) 

or equivalentiy 

9t = 9t-i + QtPtEt (A-5) 

Let a Lyapunov function be 

Vt(9) = 9tQ;'9t • (A-6) 

Substituting Eq(A-5) into Eq(A-6), the results are 

V.(9) = [ 9 t - i + Q t P t e t fQt"^ [ 9t.i + QtPtet ] 

= 9 t / Q t " ' 9 t . i + iPJQjQ^~'Q,., )et + ( 9 t . / P t )et + Pi^Qt'Pt er . (A-7 

From the section 2.5, we know 

Qt = Q ^ 

Equation(A-7) then becomes 

Vt(9) = 9MQt-^9t-i + (Pt'9t-i )et + (9MPt )et + Pt^Qt"Pt er 

= 9 t . / [ Qt.r' +PtP?" ]9t-i + ( Pi'^t-i )et-^( 9i'.iPt )et + P?"Qt'" Pt er (A-8) 

= Vt.i(9)-Fe^.iTp p,TQ^^ + (p^Tg;^^ )g .,( ~T p^ ) e , - F P / Q / p , er . 

The equation can be rewritten as 

Vt.i(9) - Vt(9) = 9t'^Pt*iPt'.i9t + (P?-i9t )et.i-F( 9 / P t . , )et.i , . ^. 
(A-y) 

+ P7.I Q .̂i Pt.i er.i . 

Substituting Eq(3.69) into Eq(3.75), The results are 

Vt.i(9) - Vt(9) = er.i - e l l -F P? ; IQ^ , IP , . , e?.i 

+ ( -et+i)et.i (A-IO) 

= [ P7.1 Q;",! Pt.i - 1] er.i . 
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From Eq(A-2), it foUows that 

rjT o^ D - pT _L rn QtPt^i Pt.iQt ^ 
Pt+i v,?t+i Pt+i - P t + i — l^^t - T ;j——f ] Pt+ 

'^ l ^ P? î Qt" Pt. 
1 

1 

^ ^ + P?.i Qj Pt.i 

P?;i Qt Pt.i 

^ + P?.i Qt Pt.i 

Smce 0 < X < 1 and Q̂ ĵ is always positive definite, die resuk is 

o < p?;iQLPt.i = , ^ ' "^-^ ;^ < 1. 
^ + p?;iQ^Pt.i 

(A-12) 

From Eq(A-lO), k foUows that 

AVt = Vt.i(9) - Vt(9) = [ PLQ?,iPt.i - 1] ell < 0 . (A-13) 

Since Vt(9) is positive definite, i.e.. 

Vt(0) = 0 and 

Vt(9) > OforO ^ 0, 
(A-14) 

and -AVt is also positive definite, it can be concluded that the estimated parameters can 

converge to the true parameters. Furthermore, Vt (9) in Eq(A-6) goes to infinity as 9 

goes to infinity, i.e., Vt (9 )—>«><' as 9 -^ c>o , Thus, can be further concluded that for the 

entke parameter space, the estimated parameters can converge to true parameters. 

A.l The convergence rate of the RLS with forgetting factor 

According to Eq(A-6), 

Vt(e) = e^Q/e,. 
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Since Q/ is positive definite, we can write [106] 

Vnim(Q"t') 9 < V t ( 9 ) < Vtnax (Qr ) 9 (A-16) 

-1 
where Vmin (QJ) is the smaUest eigenvalue of Q[ and 

Vmax (Qi') is the largest eigenvalue of Q;^. 

Thus, 

tti 9 <Vt(9) < a; 9 (A-l 

where a i and a 2 are positive constants. 

From Eq(A-13), it can be written as 

AVt = [ PLQt.iPt^i - 1] er.i 

According to Eq(A-12), 

iT nT 0 < ?l, Q,\i Pt.i < 1 

It follows that 

AVt = - a 3 ee+i ^ as is a positive constant 

= -a3 [ 9tPt+i P?^i9t] 

^ - a 3 Vmax(Pt . i P?^i) 9 t 

(A-18) 

From Eq(A-6), it foUow that 

3Vt(e) , ^ . 1 ^ 

39 
= 2 Q / e t 

Thus, 

avt(e) 

39 
< 2 Q;|e. 

= 2a4 9 j , a4 is a positive constant 

(A-19) 
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From Eq(A-l7), Eq(A-18), Eq(A-19), and Lyapunov stabihty theorem [113], k can 

conclude diat the algorithm has exponentiaUy convergence rate. 
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